We were so excited to design this new Christmas line. We have been thinking about it for years! Our inspiration came from all of the store windows we see around the holidays. That print was designed first. And because the “Holly’s Tree Farm” image was our favorite, we decided that would be a great name. We hope you enjoy it as much as we enjoyed creating it!
**ISE 908 / ISE 908G**

Fresh Cut Pines  Size: 60½" x 80½"

**SW P226 / SW P226G**

Home For Christmas  Size: 56" x 66"

- **5583 12**
- **5584 12**
- **5586 12**
- **5587 12**
- **5588 12**
- **5589 12**

- **Asst. 15**
- **Asst. 10**
- **Low Cal 10**

- **AB**
- **F8**
- **HB**
- **JR**
- **LC**
- **MC**
- **PP**
- **KIT**

- 100% Premium Cotton
- 40 Prints

HB's, JR's, LC's, MC's and PP's do not include 5580 & 55811.
HB's, JR's, LC's, MC's and PP's include two each of 5588 & 5585-11.

**May Delivery**

**Delivery: May, 2015**